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Abstract
Learning Disabilities affect individuals in all age groups and affect how one comprehends
the information they receive. Individuals with learning disabilities are often distracted by
their surroundings and face difficulties to follow paths in surroundings. Learning disabil-
ities can be addressed with proper support, feedback, and assistive technology. Schools
provide children a favorable environment to learn and can support overcoming such diffi-
culties with the help of different activities. This paper discusses the design of a sensory
exploration system for individuals with Autism Spectrum to help them learn how to fol-
low paths and not get distracted. The sensory exploration system is called “MoonPads"
and is designed for use in school environments to teach students and overcome their path
following difficulties. MoonPads can be operated and controlled by an Android Mobile
Application (App) for use in hallways, and classrooms to teach children how to go from
one classroom to another. With the help of a pressure sensor, microcontroller, radio mod-
ule, and colored LED’s, the MoonPads serve as an effective learning tool for individuals
with learning disabilities. The sensory exploration system discussed was prototyped on a
breakout board and experimented with multiple MoonPads using the App.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Learning disabilities can impact individuals in various ways and interfere with one’s daily
activities. Some find it difficult to read and write and, some may find it hard to focus on
the task at hand. Individuals with learning disabilities are often distracted while walking
and lose track of where they were going. Children with such learning disabilities find it
difficult in schools to follow simple directions from one classroom to another and may need
Teacher’s assistance. This problem is not limited to schools, but is also an issue when
performing daily activities. Learning disabilities can be conquered by proper training. If
such learning disabilities are overcome, an individual can lead a normal life and can perform
daily activities without assistance.
This paper develops a sensory exploration system called "MoonPads" which can be used
as a training tool in schools or outdoor recreation activities. Figure 1.1 shows an overview
of the sensory exploration system.
The sensory exploration system consists of MoonPads and an Android Mobile Appli-
cation (App). The MoonPads are placed in order on the floor and an exercise is set by
the teacher using the mobile app. The App operates wirelessly and communicates with
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Figure 1.1: Sensory Exploration System Overview
the MoonPads and the communication between the MoonPads and App is bi-directional.
Once the MoonPads are setup, the first MoonPad starts blinking RED indicating that the
individual has to step on it. As soon as first step is sensed by the MoonPad, it commu-
nicates to the next MoonPad to start blinking RED, which tells the individual to step
on the next MoonPad. This sensing and communication sequence continues until the last
MoonPad and the sequence restarts. The next individual can start using the MoonPads
and follow the same path and learn.
The MoonPads consist of a microcontroller running the MoonPad embedded software,
pressure sensors which sense when stepped upon, and LED’s which are programmed to
light based on the current teaching scenario status. The communication between the App
and MoonPads is carried out by radio modules and a Gateway network. Different colored
LED’s are used to indicate the current status of the MoonPads.
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1.1 Research Goals
The goal of this research is to design a Sensory Exploration Development System for
individuals with learning disabilities to stimulate their senses. This system will provide
a learning platform for use in school environments or recreation activities. The Sensory
Exploration Development System has the following research goals:
1. Design and Develop software for an MSP430 Microcontroller that will be modeled as
a Finite State Machine for various input scenarios.
2. Design a communication protocol for interaction between the App and the Microcon-
troller in a MoonPad, and also between Microcontollers contained in varoius Moon-
Pads. The protocol should create a clean communication channel between radio
modules and also between radio modules to Gateway communication.
3. Assemble multiple debug boards to integrate the MSP430, radio modules, pressure
sensor, LED’s, etc.
4. Design and Develop a Python program that supports message collection from the
ZigBee gateway by the Mobile Application.
1.2 Organization
The paper is organized in the following way to describe in detail how this Sensory Explo-
ration System works.
1. Chapter 2 is a brief literature survey talking about the existing technologies which
use ZigBee radio modules today and the advances in medical devices today.
2. Chapter 3 outlines the system architecture and components in detail.
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3. Chapter 4 describes the communication protocol used between the App and the
ZigBee radio modules.
4. Chapter 5 walks through the steps to use the App for setup,configuration and control.
5. Chapter 7 describes the enhanced gateway python application code for overcoming
some of the limitations.
6. Chapter 8 discusses the test setup, prototype debug board and the various tests
performed to successfully test the prototype.
7. Chapter 9 summarizes the attained research goals and discusses the future work ideas
that can be implemented.
Chapter 2
Bibliographic Research
Learning disabilities affect how a person understands or interprets information. Individu-
als with learning disabilities find it difficult to perform everyday tasks. There are differ-
ent kinds of learning disabilities called Autism Spectrum, Dyspraxia, Auditory Processing
Disorders (APD), Visual Processing Disorders (VPD), Dyslexia, Dyscalculia etc. These
learning disabilities cause children difficulties in following paths in a hallway or corridors
without guidance. This makes it difficult for parents or teachers to leave the children un-
guided or unattended. Autism Spectrum, Dyspraxia, APD and VPD are such disorders
which make path following a challenging task for such children.
Children suffering from Autism Spectrum get easily distracted by their surroundings [5]
and children suffering from Dyspraxia have the tendency to bump into their surroundings.
Auditory Processing Disorders affect the way these children hear and hence cause trouble
in the case of following spoken directions. Visual Processing Disorders cause difficulties in
interpreting visual information and this makes following path signs difficult. While only
the names of these disorders is different, all these disorders affect in some way or the other
the path following abilities of the child.
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Why is path following so important? To go anywhere we need to follow directions, be
it inside the house to different rooms or outside. To take an example from an everyday
chore, Supermarkets are huge and have many aisles and it can happen that your child gets
distracted or goes missing. Same applies to Malls, where rush and the number of people
can cause similar issues.
Technology is widely being used today as an aid in different disabilities. The difficulties
are enormous and there are not enough resources to deal with them. Many Individuals
on the Autism Spectrum have difficulties reacting or expressing appropriate emotions at
the right moment. EmoTrain [6] talks about a face recognition based tool to track emo-
tions of individuals with Autism Spectrum. The tool creates a gaming platform to teach
individuals with Autism spectrum how to express their emotions and responses. Emo-
Train is an interactive game to teach how to express emotions using facial expressions and
their importance. We as individuals express emotions whenever me meet someone or meet
multiple people at social events. Individuals on the Autism Spectrum lack the emotion
expressing capability in social events or when meeting a new person. [7] presents an useful
and interesting technique. The Authors have used Virtual Reality (VR) to train children
suffering from Autism spectrum how to adapt in social environments and interact with
people. The authors have designed a system that analyzes the eye movement of the child
and collects the electrophysical signals to recognize various emotions. This helps children
become interactive or active in the social events. The system is tested in a virtual class-
room environment with continuous monitoring by the Therapist and the Parents, while the
Child is in the experiment with the designed technology and video cameras. Zheng et al.
[8] have used a robot based system for improving joint attention skills for children suffer-
ing with Autism Spectrum. A self-designed robot is used to direct the child with different
actions and a projector is used to project the joint attention stimuli on two screens called
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as left and right screens respectively. An eye tracker is used to observe the eye movements
of the child and monitor their distraction levels. The child is seated in a chair and an eye
tracker is used to monitor the child’s gaze during the activity. A camera records the robot
motion and combines it with the gaze data obtained from the eye-tracker. The live video
is visible to the parents and other research groups in a monitoring room. This system was
tested with over six boys in different age groups and their results were diagnosed. Casellato
et al. [9] have proposed a similar robotic environment to monitor the hand-eye behavior
of autistic children given two tasks. The authors have used a similar eye-tracker to track
the eye movement and a pen-like handle for the two tasks. The tasks are displayed on
a screen and the tasks are to be completed using the provided pen. The first task is to
join a diagonal straight line from the start to end target and the second task involves a
complex curvilinear path. The result from both the tasks are analyzed using graphs and
the progress is tracked over time. Fergus et al. [10] have developed an interactive mobile
application for children with Autism Spectrum to be able to express emotions using facial
expressions. The authors have developed a computer game which uses the animated Toy
Story Character Woody. Different scenes are displayed on the screen with visual/audio
questions based on the facial expressions on Woody’s face. The App can be downloaded
on Android phone or tablets and is an intuitive aid to develop emotional abilities in autistic
children.
The above applications focus on improving and developing the motor skills of individ-
uals on Autism Spectrum. It is fascinating to see today the increasing use of technology in
various areas and their adaptation. Technology is coming handy and helping people lead a
better life. Many of such technological devices demand wireless operation and long range
of communication to exchange data. While Bluetooth exists, it poses limitations on the
user such as the need of an electronic device that can pair to it and have minimum range.
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XBee Zigbee radio modules [11] are one form of radio devices that operate on ZigBee wire-
less protocol and are nowadays used widely in many medical and everyday applications.
Many of the hospitals today use XBee Zigbee radio modules for wirelessly transmitting and
collecting data from the Patient. Interesting technology is being developed today using
XBee Zigbee radio modules revolving around access technology applications.
Bhat et al. [12] have presented a novel design to control the direction of a physically
handicapped person on a Wheelchair. With the help of Accelerometer Sensors placed in
a hand glove, a person can control the Wheelchair by gestures. When the directions are
conveyed, a DC Motor coupled to the Wheelchair enables it to move in that direction. This
technology is beneficial as many individuals suffer from wrist or hand injuries by pushing
the wheelchair around. A technique is presented in [13], in which the Authors use XBee
Zigbee radio modules to transmit a Patient’s ECG data wirelessly to the Doctor. This
system is particularly necessary for patients who have severe heart conditions and need
continuous monitoring. It is impossible for the doctor to be on call every time, so with
the help of this device the patient’s family stays calm as the doctor is receiving the data
and can provide necessary actions based on it. The patient wears a Body Sensor which
transmits the data over to the XBee Zigbee radio modules at home which is transmitted
to the Doctor with Microcontroller. Kioumars and Tang [14] have designed a heart rate
and body temperature wireless sensing unit to measure patient’s data and transmit it
wirelessly over to the Doctor. The data is collected and stored on a remote computer to
maintain health data for future reference. A similar technology is presented in [15], where
the authors have designed a remote temperature monitoring system for elderly people. The
system uses an infrared system to measure the body temperature. The body temperature
profile of elderly persons for Hypothermia, Normal and Hyperthermia is identified by the
authors and used as alert conditions. The infrared sensor measures the temperature and
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sends to a XBee PRO Zigbee radio module. The XBee PRO Zigbee radio module, which is
a programmable XBee Zigbee radio module reads the analog sensor data and communicates
it to the receiving XBee Zigbee radio module as Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) data.
The data coming to the receiving XBee Zigbee radio module is passed to an Arduino
Microcontroller, which displays the temperature on a small LCD and also sends the data
to a computer. The data sent to the computer is further analyzed with the help of Visual
Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
Heart rate monitoring also plays a key role in Sport Training Individuals. A trainer
guides multiple sportspeople at a time and it is important to determine the exercise in-
tensity for a race or a session for all participants at once. Paper [16] talks about such a
system to wirelessly transmit heart rate data from multiple sportspeople to the Trainer.
With the help of XBee Zigbee radio modules, a Garming Heart Rate Strap and Antenna,
the data is transmitted using a microcontroller to a Centralized Center at the Trainer’s
side. The results are monitored on a Computer using the Lab View Software.
Visually impaired people find it difficult to navigate in the surroundings and reach the
proper destination. Mutiara et al. [17] have presented a novel technique in which they
use XBee Zigbee radio modules to convey the user where they are located. This device
was tested in a college in Indonesia with three different buildings and the idea was to help
the user know which building they are close to and which directions to follow to reach the
appropriate building. The Cane would be equipped with XBee Zigbee radio modules and
when the user presses a button, the remote XBee Zigbee radio modules installed on these
buildings would respond if they were closer to it. This device is especially useful for huge
universities and to help visually impaired people lead an independent life.
Floriduz et al. [18] uniquely use XBee Zigbee radio modules to design a wireless tem-
perature sensing module for electric motors, tested on 13kW electric motors. The setup
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consists of a thermocouple connected to the motor, a Transmitting XBee Zigbee radio
module, Microcontroller and a receiving XBee Zigbee radio module. The transmitter side
is powered by two 3V series-connected batteries and the receiver is connected to a PC to
process the data. A safety system to prevent pedestrian accidents during forklift operation
is presented in [19]. This safety system uses designed directional microstrip patch antennas
which are placed on the sides of the forklift and a sensor that the pedestrian wears. When
the pedestrian comes in the range of the forklift, the display on the forklift alerts the driver
with an LED indicating which side the pedestrian is on. This way accidents and injuries
can be prevented.
While safety and health is critical, XBee Zigbee radio modules are being widely used
today in smart agriculture or irrigation systems today. Sung et al. [20] have proposed
an unique technique for monitoring plants. The authors used various sensors such as
temperature & humidity sensor, light sensor and a moisture sensor to sense the plant
condition and control the amount of light and sprinklers. A microcontroller is used to read
the sensor data and transmit it wirelessly using XBee Zigbee radio modules on network.
The data can be viewed real-time on phones, PC or a tablet and is stored on cloud. The
devices display the real-time sensors data and can display graphs for sensor data varying
with time. [21] represents a similar implementation to monitor soil moisture content for
irrigation. Using a moisture sensor and a microcontroller, the system analyzes the moisture
content in the soil and based on the results turns on a relay to start the supply of water to
the soil. Additionally, the sensor data is sent with the help of XBee Zigbee radio modules
to a PC where it is displayed on a GUI. The GUI displays the sensor data numerically
and graphically based on the moisture level and the depth of the moisture sensor electrode.
Pascual et al. [22] have also implemented a similar wireless sensor network for sweet potato
irrigation. With the help of temperature sensor, humidity sensor and soil moisture sensor
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and a microcontroller, the system is setup in the greenhouse environment and in open
surroundings. If the temperature is lower than the threshold, a light bulb is turned ON
and if the temperature is higher, a Fan is turned ON. If the data from the humidifier is
less than the threshold, the humidifier is turned OFF and if it is higher, the dehumidifier is
turned ON. Similarly, a sprinkler is controlled based on the soil moisture content reading.
XBee Zigbee radio modules play a major role in the system in communicating the sensor
data to the user real-time.
Due to their wide range and small size, XBee Zigbee radio modules are used in home
automation systems. Heating and air-conditioning units are a necessity and in multistory
houses, the thermostat is often located in one place like living room which is not accessible
from other floors. During the night, it is annoying to wake up and walk all the way
to the thermostat location and change it. Lim and Yeap [23] have designed a smart
centralized control home system which operates using XBee Zigbee radio modules and
microcontrollers. Panel 1 consists of a two switching panels and a remote control unit.
The system also encapsulates a security system using buzzer and a pyro electric infrared
(PIR) Sensor for intrusion sensing. Panel 2 is similar to panel 1 except the security sensing
units. The electrical appliances are connected to the microcontroller and a keypad is
provided to enable or disable security systems. Based on the input from the keypad or
the electrical eppliance, the data is transmitted to the other panel and remote control unit
using XBee Zigbee radio modules and the status is updated using LED’s. This system
facilitates control of the appliances like thermostat from any floor especially in multistory
apartments. Liu et al. [24] have proposed a technique of monitoring energy real-time using
programmable XBee. Using a microcontroller, the electric, water and gas meter is read
and the readings are transmitted to a PC with the help of XBee Zigbee radio modules on
the network. The readings can be viewed on graphs by the user to observe the real-time
12
energy data changes.
Nowadays, XBee Zigbee radio modules are also used in remote surveillance systems.
[25] proposes a system to monitor areas for defense purposes. With the help of an im-
age sensor which relays information to the microcontroller through the XBee transmitter,
the image information is received on a PC using the XBee receiver. The authors have
used Matlab GUI for image display and detection. Adewasti et al. [26] talks about an
earthquake monitoring system using Robots and XBee Zigbee radio modules for wireless
communication. The system consists of a transmitted unit which sends the commands
to the receiving unit when the earthquake happens. The transmitter unit consists of a
microcontroller unit and a transmitter XBee. The transmitter XBee sends commands to
the receiving XBee at the time of earthquake. Once the receiving XBee has received the
command, the robot is moved with the help of a DC motor. The actual movements of
the robot are controlled by a servo motor and the robot is moved close to the earthquake
location up to 20 meters. The camera is placed on the robot, which helps the person at the
transmitter unit visualize the area. This is also useful to scan the area for damages and
help and rescue injured persons. Shahzad et al. [27] have proposed a technique to wirelessly
control a robot and detect toxic gases, presence of humans, measure the temperature of
the surroundings and monitor the area using a live video transmission. The authors have
used a human machine interface (HMI) at the receiving end to control the robot using
keyboard buttons and view the live video surveillance. The robot acts like a spy robot and
can be used to monitor areas under suspicion, presence of terrorists or harmful gases in the
surroundings. A vehicle acts as a robot which is controlled by different ultrasonic sensors
and consists of a transmitting XBee. The vehicle is equipped with a PIR sensor to detect
presence of humans, a gas sensor module to detect toxic gases and a LM35 temperature
sensor IC for measuring temperatures. The HMI controls the robot movement and the
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video can be used to view where the robot is moving or control it.
While the applications of XBee Zigbee radio modules are numerous, it is useful for
applications requiring wireless operation, small size and large range. MoonPads use XBee
devices and XBee gateway for their wireless operation which makes it to be best solution
for such application. Lund [28] has proposed a sensory tile system similar to MoonPads
for autistic children. A modular playware system called as “robotic tiles" is developed
which uses force sensitive resistor (FSR) devices and different colored lights. The robotic
tiles magnetically connect each other and can pass infra-red (IR) signals through them,
which is the basis for the communication. The robotic tiles are equipped with charging
plugs for charging the tiles when not in use. The FSR is used to sense the pressure on the
tile. The PCB is mounted inside the tile and consists of XBee Zigbee radio modules for
communication between the tiles. A cognitive game called as “color-mix" is demonstrated
which changes colors based on the user sensory input. An experiment is setup with several
rules and a group of children in different age groups. The results from the experiment were
further analyzed using a neural network.
FSR sensors are widely used in applications where sensing pressure/force is more im-
portant than the detecting the amount of pressure applied. FSR’s are cheap and come
in different sizes and can detect even slight pressure. Ahn et al. [29] have developed a
non-wearable systems using FSR which helps the user to have better posture while sitting.
A cushion is created which consists of a FSR sensor array which detects the distribution
of weight when the person is seated. The FSR data is read using a microcontroller and
analyzed on a computer software. The weight pressure profile is analyzed will tell the
user via Bluetooth on a mobile App to correct their seating position. This system was
developed to reduce the risk of thrombosis.
Chapter 3
System Architecture
MoonPads are a path guidance system developed to stimulate the user’s senses and help
identify or take appropriate steps. The idea of the overall system is presented in Figure
3.1.
Physical MoonPads devices are represented the circular regions shown in the figure
which consist of a MSP430 Microcontroller, XBee Zigbee radio module, force sensitive
resistor (FSR) pressure sensor and multi-color LED’s. The MoonPads App is used to setup
the system and monitor the MoonPads activity. The Gateway acts as a network coordinator
and handles the communication between the MoonPads App and the MoonPads. The
communication between MoonPad’s and App is bi-directional and uses a communication
protocol. All the hardware components inside the MoonPad will be crafted inside silicon
to make the MoonPads easy to grasp by hand.
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Figure 3.1: Sensory Development Exploration System
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3.1 MSP430 Microcontroller
The MSP430 Microcontroller is the main controller off the MoonPad device and is respon-
sible for handling multiple tasks. The MSP430 implements a finite state machine to take
care of different scenarios:
1. Communicate with the XBee Zigbee radio module and check if the MoonPad has
something to receive.
(a) Check if the MoonPad received something - decode the message and take re-
quired actions.
(b) Send an acknowledgment
2. Communicate with the XBee Zigbee radio module and transmit messages from the
MoonPad
3. Check is there is a FSR input
4. Control the LED’s
XBee Zigbee radio module and the MSP430 communicate over the UART interface.
The MSP430 has an UART interrupt which continuously checks if the XBee Zigbee radio
module has received anything. The MSP430 UART RX pin receives the messages and
the UART TX pin transmits the acknowledgments to the mobile application or transmits
some messages to it’s destination MoonPad. During the system setup, the each MoonPad
receives the source and destination addresses and other setup messages which tell the
MSP430 microcontroller what to action to take.
The FSR pressure sensor gives an analog output which is processed by the MSP430
ADC pin. The FSR pressure sensor values indicate whether someone has stepped on it or
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Figure 3.2: MSP430 Microcontroller Peripherals
not. Once someone steps on it, a message is sent to the neighboring MoonPad to start
expecting a FSR response soon.
The LED’s are controlled by different GPIO pins on the MSP430 microcontroller. The
MoonPad uses banks of Green, Red and Yellow LED’s which indicate what mode the
MoonPad is in currently.
3.2 Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR)
The FSR is used to sense when someone steps on the MoonPad. The resistance of the FSR
is infinite when there is no pressure and around 200Ω when maximum pressure is applied.
The voltage received from the FSR is applied to the MSP430 ADC input, and is used to
verify if someone stepped on it or not. If someone steps on it, the MSP430 transmits a
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Figure 3.3: Scenario when a person steps on the MoonPad
message to the next MoonPad to wait for someone to step on it soon. Figure 3.3 shows
the placement of FSR sensor inside the MoonPad and the scenario when the person steps
on it.
3.2.1 Reasons and factors for selecting a FSR
The main factors to choose a FSR was based on the application requirements. The criteria
for selection was:
1. The sensor should be able to detect if someone stands on it. We should be able to
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distinguish between applied pressure and no pressure by the values.
2. The values should be readable by a Microcontroller.
3. The sensor should be small in size and low cost.
4. The surface area of the sensor should be wide enough to detect a press from the top
of the MoonPad surface.
While the accuracy of FSR is low and it cannot exactly detect the amount of force applied,
MoonPads did not require that level of accuracy and information. The only input required
from the sensor was if there was a pressure or no pressure applied.
3.3 LED’s
MoonPads consist of banks of Green, Red and Yellow LED’s to indicate different conditions
for the user information and the present state of the system. Each of the color LED denotes
the following:
1. Blinking Red: Indication for the user to step on the MoonPad.
2. Steady Green: Its time to step on the next MoonPad.
3. Yellow: Identify the MoonPad. Used to identify one MoonPad from another when
having multiple MoonPads.
3.4 XBee Zigbee Radio Modules and Digi Gateway
XBee Zigbee radio modules [2] are devices which operate on the ZigBee wireless communi-
cation protocol. Each MoonPad consists of one XBee Zigbee radio module which can talk
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to its other MoonPads’s based on its source and destination address configuration. The
MoonPads are all paired to the same network ID, which makes communication between
them easier. All XBee networks consist of a Network Coordinator which is the Digi Gate-
way in this case. The Digi Gateway provides a seamless communication bridge between
the Zigbee networks and standard wired or wireless IP networks.
3.4.1 Reasons for selecting XBee Zigbee over any other wireless
communication interfaces
1. Mesh Networking: XBee Zigbee nodes support mesh networking which facilitates
node to node hop communication. Mesh networks are more reliable, the communi-
cation path is flexible and can take any node as long as it reaches the destination.
This is important as failure of one node does not obstruct the path for information
traversal.
2. Low power: XBee Zigbee radio modules transmit power is 3.1mW in normal mode
and the power down current is less than 1μA. The idle nodes on the network sleep
which reduces the power consumption.
3. Operating range is around 60m, which is required for the application.
4. The network configuration is simple and you can have multiple XBee Zigbee nodes
on one network.
5. XBee Zigbee radio modules are small in size and relatively low cost for an FCC
certified radio.
6. XBee Zigbee radio modules communicate over the UART interface and operate at
3.3V, which makes it compatible with the chosen microcontroller.
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Figure 3.4 shows an example of a XBee Zigbee network. All the XBee Zigbee nodes can
talk to each other and also send information to the gateway upon configuration. Figure
3.4 shows a simple XBee Zigbee network with four nodes and a coordinator.
Figure 3.4: XBee Network
3.4.2 Digi XBee Gateway
The Digi XBee Zigbee Gateway [30] is a wireless device which can be programmed by
the user to connect to IP networks and connected to various XBee Zigbee nodes. The
gateway is small in size, lightweight. It comes with a power chord and consumes around
6.3mW. The gateway runs a python application inside it which responsible for handling
the following major tasks:
1. Receive the data streams from various XBee Zigbee nodes. Process and filter the
data streams and push to the cloud software/remote manager. This feature provides
the capability to view the data streams in real-time.
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2. Process the Digi XBee commands
3.4.2.1 Reasons for choosing Digi XBee Gateway
1. The Gateway is programmable via a Python application.
2. It can be connected to multiple XBee Zigbee nodes and can used to send or receive
information.
3. Small in size and lightweight
4. Low power requirements
5. Wireless and if required can be used with Ethernet
6. Affordable cost
7. Easy network configuration and setup
3.4.3 Forming a Network [1]
3.4.3.1 ZigBee network:
A ZigBee network consists of one coordinator and multiple nodes. Every network needs a
coordinator and the nodes can act as either a router or an end device. A MAC address
(64 bit) and a network address (16 bit) is required for the network configuration.
1. Coordinator : The coordinator (in this case, the gateway) forms the network and
controls the flow of information. The coordinator configures the network and has
the capability to view its network information, devices connected and active on the
network. A network can have only one coordinator. A coordinator can never sleep
even in idle mode.
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2. Router: A network can have many routers. Routers route information to other nodes
and cannot sleep. They can connect to end devices and act as their parent node. A
router can have up to a maximum of 20 children.
3. End device: An end device can sleep on the network, hence consume low power. End
devices do not act as data transfer node, therefore they can sleep but send data to
the network gateway or the coordinator.
3.4.3.2 DigiMesh network:
The DigiMesh nodes are homogeneous and vary from the ZigBee protocol. Any of the nodes
can be used to relay information and employs synchronous cyclic sleep to reduce power
consumption. A DigiMesh network supports multiple broadcast messages and the network
is much simple to configure. Messages to sleeping devices are buffered and hence can be
sent to any sleeping device and they can receive it once awake. The network configuration
only requires a 64 bit MAC address. Every network has a Personal Area Network ID (PAN
ID) which is shared among the XBee Zigbee nodes and the coordinator, which sets them
on to the same network. The PAN ID can be anything between 0000 to FFFF and is
user configurable. Address 0000 is saved for the coordinator and address FFFF indicates
a broadcast message, so cannot be used as a PAN ID address.
3.4.4 Configuring the XBee Node Address
The XBee node address needs to be configured based on what task it is supposed to do. If
the XBee node has to send an acknowledgment, its destination address must be configured
to that of the coordinator (gateway). If the XBee node has to send message to some other
XBee Node, the destination address (DH and DL fields) of the XBee node needs to be
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Figure 3.5: ZigBee vs DigiMesh network[1]
setup as the MAC address of the other XBee node. To configure the XBee node, the XBee
Zigbee radio module has to be in Attention (AT) command mode. For every command
sent, the XBee Zigbee radio module responds with an “OK\r" if the command is correct
or “ERROR\r" if the command is incorrect. The configuration steps are:
1. Start the AT command mode by sending “+++". The XBee Zigbee radio module
responds with an “OK\r".
2. Send the DH and DL using the AT command: "ATDH _,DL _\r", where DH and
DL represent the actual address fields to be set.
Example: If you want to send a message to the gateway, the AT command would
look like: "ATDH 0,DL 0\r" respectively.
3. Write Changes and exit the AT command Mode: "ATWR,CN\r". This command
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writes (WR) the DH and DL fields on the XBee and exits (CN) the AT command
mode.
4. All the messages sent in AT command mode must terminate with a carriage return
character “\r", which indicates end of transmission for the XBee Zigbee radio module.
3.5 Android Mobile Application
The Andriod Mobile Application (App) communicates with the gateway to send and receive
information to the MoonPads. Messages from the App are sent to the MoonPads and the
MoonPads respond with an ACK/nACK for every message received to have transparent
communication between the system. The data streams sent by the MoonPads are sent to
the gateway and the App can receive them by sending a GET request to a HTTP server
present inside the gateway. The gateway acts as main channel for communication between
the App and the MoonPad devices. The App sends messages as per the user input and these
messages are used by the MoonPads for their source and destination address configuration
for forming the network or to take some action like start, stop etc. The App working and
messages is discussed in detail in chapter 5.
Chapter 4
Protocol
MoonPads works on a simple acknowledgment/not-acknowledgment (ACK/nACK) proto-
col between the App and the XBee devices. For every action or input from the App, an
acknowledgment is expected from the App. If the message is received correctly, an ACK
is sent and if the message is something not expected or incorrect, nACK is sent. A simple
protocol diagram between the App and two MoonPads is illustrated in Figure 4.1, which
shows the ACK for the source and destination address sent by the App. Figure 4.2 shows
the ACK/nACK flowchart for the Time, Source and Destination address information. A
similar flow occurs for all the other App messages.
For every message sent by the App, the XBee sends an acknowledgment. The acknowl-
edgment makes the communication transparent and sequential. The App waits for the
ACK and if it does not receive it, the App resends the message. The App would resend
the message five times, and still if the ACK is not received, it would ask the user to restart
the system.
To send the ACK/nACK, the MSP430 needs to set the XBee addresses to that of the
coordinator. The coordinator i.e. the gateway receives the ACK/nACK and stores it on
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Figure 4.1: Communication Protocol
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Figure 4.2: Protocol Flowchart
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the HTTP server in the form of XML format. For example, when the App sends the time
“T$” to the XBee, the XBee receives it. The MSP430 processes the request, stores the
time. The XBee address is changed to the coordinator and an ACK is sent. The gateway
receives the ACK and when the App makes a GET request, the HTTP server returns the
ACK sent by the XBee’s. The App reads the ACK and then proceeds to the next step.
This happens for every message sent from the App.
Another feature is that - all the transmissions sent by the App to the XBee’s will be
terminated by the End of Transmission character "$”. This is useful while receiving the
source/destination addresses as they are long and there is a possibility of receiving incorrect
or incomplete data. For example, the “R" character will be sent as “R$" and the MSP430
will look for “$" character in every string it receives through the UART.
Table 5.1 shows the messages for which ACK is expected and the various messages
sent. ACK/nACK are important in the working of MoonPads. The ACK/nACK slow the
communication but guarantee message delivery. Every message sent by the App is key
factor in telling the MoonPad what to do when.
Chapter 5
Android Mobile Application
MoonPads can be controlled and configured using the designed Android Mobile Application
(App). The App is easily downloadable and requires a WiFi connection for its operation.
The user only needs to know the IP address/host name of the Gateway, which will be
provided during network setup. Figures below show the steps to use the App and how it
works.
1. Step 1: The IP address/host name is “eme-3271-xbee.main.rit.edu”. The host name
can be saved once entered. Press “enter” to proceed.
2. Step 2: As shown in Figure 5.2, discover let’s you find the number of MoonPads on
the network for the activity. You can now choose the number of MoonPads you want
to have for the activity. Enter the number of MoonPads and press enter as shown
in Figure 5.3. Enter the minimum time you want the user to stand on the MoonPad
and press enter, see Figure 5.4.
3. Step 3: Once done, click on “Let’s make a way!", which takes you to Step 3 as shown
in Figure 5.5.
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4. Step 4: The footprints represent the MoonPads on the floor. Drag and place each
MoonPad (footprint) on the screen as shown in figure 5.6.
5. Step 5: Press the “Set" option to create a path for the MoonPads and connect them
as shown in figure 5.7 and press “Save" to save the set configuration for the session.
. This ends the MoonPads setup.
6. Step 6: In this step, the user can choose to Start, Stop or Identify the MoonPads
and continue the game play.
The App has various control options for the user control. Based on the user input action,
messages are sent to the MoonPads as shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Step 1. Enter the given IP address/host name
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Figure 5.2: Step 2. Discover Devices
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Figure 5.3: After Discover
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Figure 5.4: Example: Enter the number of MoonPads and desired step time on MoonPad
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Figure 5.5: Step 3:Let’s make a way
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Figure 5.6: Step 4: Place and arrange the MoonPads
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Figure 5.7: Step 5: Connect the MoonPads
Chapter 6
MSP430 Software Flow
6.1 Finite State Machine Implementation
To keep the MSP430 always in a known state, the code was modeled as a finite state
machine (FSM). The App is controlled by the user, and the user may wish to reset, restart
etc. at any time. For every such action, the App sends a message followed by the “$" sign.
If the MSP430 is busy in some other state, like blinking LED’s, this data may be missed.
Therefore, to avoid such instances, the MSP430 always defaults to the state in which it
can read the data sent by the App anytime during its operation. Figure 6.1 shows the
implemented FSM. Different states of the FSM are:
1. INITIAL_STATE: This state is the start of the program and sets up the XBee Zigbee
radio module as a coordinator and moves to the READ_DATA state.
2. READ_DATA: In this state, the MSP430 can receive any incoming data to the
MoonPad or send data to other MoonPads. The ACK or nACK for every App
message are sent from this state. This is the default state in which the MSP430 will
always be in order to never miss anything coming from the App.
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Figure 6.1: FSM Implementation
3. LED_TIMER: All the LED’s are controlled in this state. Based on the condition
input by the user, the LED’s are controlled.
4. STOP: When the user presses “Stop” on the App, this state restores the current state
of the MSP430 and resumes operation once a “Start" is sent by the User.
5. SENSE_ADC: Once the MoonPads are in “Start" state and the Red LED is blinking,
this state waits for the user to step on the MoonPad and verifies that the standing
time is equal to the set time by the user from the App.
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6.2 Code Flowcharts
Figures 6.2 - 6.6 show the code flowchart implemented on the MSP430.
Figure 6.2: CodeFlow1
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Figure 6.3: CodeFlow2
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Figure 6.4: CodeFlow3
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Figure 6.5: CodeFlow4




The gateway Python application [31] runs inside the Digi Gateway [30]. The Python
application is responsible for handling all the tasks and runs forever until the gateway
is powered on. The Python application acts as an interface between the XBee Zigbee
network, IP Networks, and also the Digi Cloud Remote Manager (Remote Manager). This
facilitates managing the XBee Nodes individually and also the total XBee network. The
gateway Python application includes support to make Xbee Zigbee data streams accessible
on the Remote Manager. The Remote Manager receives all the data streams from the XBee
nodes and stores them until they are fetched by the user. Any data stored on the Remote
Manager can be viewed by the user and used for various purposes. Figure 7.1 shows a
simple illustration of the role of gateway.
The gateway Python application requires a Remote Manager account registered which
costs around $60 per year. The gateway Python application can read serial data or
analog/digital data inputs. The Python application also can receive data from the Re-
mote Manager and send to the corresponding XBee node configured on the network. The
XBee nodes on the network can continually check the status of the digital input output
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Figure 7.1: Gateway+Python Application on network[2]
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pins or the analog ADC pins and report to the gateway, which can display the information
on the Remote Manager or read them anytime later.
The gateway Python application filters the input data to find whether it is an analog,
digital or serial stream. The serial stream is processed to identify which XBee sent it.
The data received is encoded in the user defined encoding method and is uploaded to the
Remote Manager with the timestamp and the data type of the stream received. The data
streams can be retrieved by using the Remote Manager Web Services API for further use.
Users use Remote Manager to read the streams sent from the XBee nodes. Heres users
see the recent stream, with device ID, timestamp and data type in the Remote Manager.
These streams are also read by the App as per the protocol operation.
7.1 Limitations of Remote Manager
While the Remote Manager is handy to access and read the sent data, one of the biggest
limitation is the need of a Remote Manager account. The account membership is paid and
needs to be renewed every year, and given the application space, it seams unreasonable for
the end user to be forced to buy this membership every year. The cost associated with the
account is to high just to access the Remote Manager and read data.
To overcome this limitation and to improve message reliability, as described in section
7.2 it was decided to enhance the Gateway Python Application code to accept the data
streams from the XBee nodes and send it over a server which can be accessed by the App
to process data streams.
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Figure 7.2: Flowchart for Enhanced Gateway Python Application
7.2 Enhanced Gateway Python Application
The enhanced gateway Python application dissolves the dependency on the Remote Man-
ager. All the data streams coming to the gateway are routed to an HTML server in the
XML format which can be accessed by the App for reading the data streams.
With these improvements, dependency on the Remote Manager no longer persists. The
HTML server runs continuously in background and keeps collecting the data streams until
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the App accesses them. Figure 7.2 shows the flowchart for the enhanced gateway Python
application code. The enhancement only follows for serial data as we are only using serial
and not any analog or digital I/O for the current MoonPad application.
7.2.1 Steps to extract the XBee node data streams
Following steps are taken to successfully transmit the data streams to the HTML server.
1. When the gateway receives data streams:
(a) It calculates the timestamp to find out at what time the stream was received.
This is important as we need to know what was the most recent data and discard
the old data.
(b) It identifies the data type of the sent stream. E.g. string, int etc.
(c) It extracts the MoonPad XBee node ID to know which MoonPad sent the in-
formation.
(d) It extracts the data stream sent by the MoonPad.
2. This extracted data is queued and sent to the HTTP server.
3. The HTTP server waits for the GET request from the App. As soon as it receives
a GET request, it pops queued data and creates a XML format output for the App
and sends it over the server.
4. The App reads the XML formatted data and processes it as a Remote Command
Interface (RCI) request.
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Figure 7.3: Example of XML format data
7.2.2 App Requests
The Digi gateway can be controlled, monitored or used for reading data by remote devices
using the RCI [32]. The App uses HTTP GET command to fetch the data from the
gateway HTTP server. The request is sent over HTTP server using the URL http://eme-
3271-xbee.rit.edu:8000.
To send data to the XBee’s, the App sends data using POST request to the Gateway.
Figure 7.3 shows an example of XML formatted output for an HTTP request for a data
stream received. The data stream is an “ACK” signal sent from XBee with device ID
ending with “CF86”.
7.2.3 Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
The common gateway interface (CGI) application collects all the data present in the data
queue and presents over the HTTP server in XML format. To avoid stale messages from
the previous session and only recent messages from the MoonPads, a CGI request is sent
at the beginning of the session or any time the user wants to reset the setup.
The CGI request is a special form request that is embedded in the HTTP URL. The
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App sends a GET request to the HTTP server with the CGI request and the HTTP server
upon reading the special GET request clears the data in the queue. This clears all the
previous message log and helps only current messages to be present on the network. Below
is the CGI request URL sent to the HTTP server:
http://129.21.157.191:8000?req=firstreq
?req=firstreq is a CGI request to the HTTP server. req tells the HTTP server that the
user is specifying a request and firstreq is the specific keyword which tells the HTTP server
to flush the queue.
Chapter 8
Test and Results
MoonPads were assembled as a prototype using a GPIO Breakout Booster Pack Board from
Texas Instruments (TI). The breakout board was used to create a compact prototype that
can be housed inside the MoonPad in an organized manner. The MSP430 Microcontroller
development board fits perfectly on the breakout board, utilizing minimal space. The wires
are small and it acts like a small breadboard for all the components. The XBee Zigbee
radio module, FSR are connected to the MSP430 externally and the LED’s are mounted
and soldered on the breakout board. The MSP430 is powered using the USB power cord
and connected to a computer for testing.
8.1 Testing Phase I
Before the App was developed, to test the MoonPads, XCTU software from Digi Interna-
tional was used. The network was formed using the Gateway and the XBee nodes. As
the App was not present, the message transfer was serial and without a protocol. The
prototype was tested using the breadboard. The Gateway was configured as the coordi-
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nator and each MSP430 would be connected to a XBee Zigbee radio module, FSR and
LED’s. The Xbee node address would be set initially using the XCTU software. Initially,
the communication was verified using XCTU serial port to check if the sent messages are
received by the XBee Zigbee radio module. To verify messages at the Gateway side, the
data streams were viewed using the remote manager website. The communication would
take place as follows:
1. The Gateway would send a string message “First XBee" to the first MoonPad in the
MoonPad chain using a POST request. The POST request was sent from the Digi
Remote Manager, which required a specific script with commands in XML format
specified by the Digi Gateway. The POST request consists of the message and the
MAC address of the MoonPad to which the message should be sent.
2. The first MoonPad would wait for the string message “First XBee" and as soon as it
receives it, it would wait for the pressure sensor input. Once the pressure is sensed, a
RED LED would turn ON. The MoonPad would send its destination MoonPad the
string message “Second XBee".
3. The second MoonPad would wait to receive the string message “Second XBee" and
repeat similar actions like the first MoonPad.
4. Similarly, the third MoonPad would wait for the string message “Third XBee" and
the fourth would wait for the string message “Fourth XBee".
8.1.1 Phase I
This serial communication between the gateway and the MoonPads tested the commu-
nication between the devices. Each MoonPad would wait to receive the expected string
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message. After receiving the expected message, the FSR would sense and turn ON/OFF
the red LED when the pressure is sensed. The MSP430 would check is the applied pressure
is enough to detect a press and send the message to the next XBee. The main components
under test were:
1. Gateway to MoonPad communication using the POST command
2. MoonPad (XBee Zigbee radio module) to MoonPad (XBee Zigbee radio module)
communication over UART
3. FSR pressure sensing
4. LED control based on FSR input
5. Serial and sequential communication of the MoonPads
8.1.2 Shortcomings of phase I testing
The phase I testing verified the communication between MoonPads and the Gateway. The
MSP430 was able to successfully receive the messages sent and also transmit message to
the neighboring MoonPads. The following were the limitations of this testing:
1. The communication was dependent on the Remote Manager Cloud software. The
first message would require the user to be online and send it manually using a POST
command every time.
2. The destination addresses of the MoonPads and the Gateway were fixed and config-
ured before the MoonPads were started. To change the addresses, one would have
to connect each of the MoonPad individually to the XCTU software and change the
addresses. Another added requirement is to find out the long MAC address of the
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destination MoonPad and note it. To verify the set address is connected, the Moon-
Pads would send a dummy message to the destination MoonPad using the XCTU
software to verify its functionality.
3. There was no inherent protocol between the devices. The communication was not
transparent and the debug was difficult.
4. The user did not have much control over the MoonPads.
5. The prototype was tested on breadboard which increased the possibility of loose wires
and loss of connection.
8.2 Testing Phase II
Table 8.1: Basic Tests
Test Verified
XBee to XBee communication Yes
XBee to Gateway Communication Yes
App to XBee communication Yes
To overcome the shortcomings of Phase I testing, improvements were made in the Moon-
Pads design and the App was developed to give the user more control over MoonPads.
Through different testing phases, developments and improvements were made in both the
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App and MoonPad MSP430 source code. Table 8.1 shows the basic communication tests
performed during prototyping.
8.2.1 Part I Testing
Part I was a simple communication test to check if the messages sent by the App are
received by the MoonPads.
1. Unidirectional communication between the App and the MoonPad. To enable com-
munication between the App and the Gateway, a HTTP server was implemented to
which the App would make POST request to send data.
2. The user would select the number of MoonPads and connect the MoonPads.
3. Upon the connection, the App would send the source and destination address and
the MoonPads would receive it.
Shortcomings: There was no way to know if the message was received without the debug
mode of MSP430. Keeping the MSP430 in debug mode and continuous refresh caused
some of the messages received by the MSP430 UART to be missed. To avoid data misses,
Putty Terminal was used in parallel to observe what is received by the MoonPad at all
times. Figure 8.1 shows different messages received by the MoonPad over the operating
time.
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Figure 8.1: Putty Terminal for viewing received messages
8.2.2 Part II Testing
The ACK/nACK protocol was proposed and implemented. For every message sent by the
App, the MoonPads would send an ACK/nACK based on the message received. To send an
ACK/nACK, the MoonPad destination address would have to be changed to coordinator
address. To change the MoonPad address, the MoonPad embedded software would have
to set the destination address as “0x0000" and write the changes. The ACK/nACK would
be received by the Gateway and the App would get the data from the remote manager.
Shortcomings: The App would have to make request to the remote manager every time
it expects an ACK/nACK and this added complexity for the App. It required additional
filtering for the App. This added dependence on the remote manager which was not useful
in the long run.
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8.2.3 Part III Testing
To eliminate the dependence of remote manager, the python application running inside the
Digi Gateway was modified. The modified code was tested as below:
1. Initially, the data coming in to the Gateway was transferred to a text file to verify
that all the sent streams are received as expected.
2. The data streams were parsed to segregate the data stream, data type, device ID
and the timestamp.
3. This data was verified in parallel with the remote manager to ensure the correctness
of the modified gateway python code.
4. The App would make a GET request to the Gateway to extract the data. To enable
this, the designed HTTP server was modified.
5. A socket was implemented to communicate the data received by the gateway and
send it to the HTTP server. The HTTP server would act as a socket client and the
gateway code would act as a socket server.
6. The implementation of the socket enabled data to be sent to the HTTP server, but
drastically slowed down the communication link and the gateway operation.
7. To avoid this, the HTTP server was combined in the gateway code and the need of
socket was eliminated.
8. All the messages coming to the gateway would be queued and when the App makes
a GET request, the queued messages would be relayed to the HTTP server in the
XML format. The XML format was based on the Digi Gateway guidelines.
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8.2.4 Part IV Testing
The App was modified to accept the ACK/nACK and the functionality was added in
which the user can specify the minimum time for which the individual must stand on the
MoonPads before stepping on the next one. Table 8.2 summarizes the App messages and
the state until which they have been verified. The basic communication from the App and
the MoonPads has been verified using the prototype board which include the Xbee Zigbee
radio module, LED’s and the FSR. The prototype was tested for multiple MoonPads on
the network as shown in figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Final MoonPad Prototype Boards
Chapter 9
Conclusions
The design of a sensory exploration system called as “MoonPads" is described in this paper
with its implementation and it tested at prototype level. The research goals of the paper
were partially satisfied. The testing on three debug boards could not be completed, but
the system prototype was tested on two MoonPads - MSP430 breakout debug boards with
FSR’s, LED’s, and XBee Zigbee radio module connected. The communication between
MoonPads with different LED’s was tested with different App commands and states. A
protocol between the MoonPad devices and the App was created which enabled error-free
communication between the devices. This established a clear communication channel and
caused the system to stay in a known state when controlled by the App. The MSP430 code
was modeled as a finite state machine to consider various input scenarios and conditions.
The finite state machine states caused the MoonPads to be in a known state contributing
to better debugging functionality.
The gateway Python application code was successfully modified to get rid of the remote
manager cloud application and added costs. A HTTP server was added to the enhanced
gateway python code which enabled the App to receive messages sent from the XBee’s
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to the Gateway using GET requests and send messages using POST request. The HTTP
server responds to a specific CGI request to clear the messages on the server, which makes
clearing old messages easy for the App, with just one command. The gateway code was
modified to queue in received messages and create XML trees for better readability by the
App.
The wireless operation of MoonPads required thorough testing and the protocol facil-
itated transparent communication between the App. The gateway python code enhance-
ment reduced the dependability of MoonPads on the Remote Manager Cloud Software.
9.1 Future Work
The use of MoonPads is not restricted to classroom activities. MoonPads can be used
anywhere for different activities. Outdoor activities like Rock Climbing also require path
following and if MoonPads are used, it can encourage individuals with learning disabilities
to participate in such activities. MoonPads currently have different colored LED’s to alert
the individual take actions. Sound feedback and MP3 tones can be added as a playback
to tell the individual what to do. Different sound messages can be added like:
1. “Please step on the blinking red colored MoonPad" or “Its time to step on the red
blinking MoonPad"
2. “Please step on the next MoonPad"
3. “MoonPad identified. Look at the yellow colored MoonPad.”
Messages like these can make the MoonPads interactive and the individuals can use the
voice playback as assistance when alone. Music can be added to the MoonPads and played
when the individual steps on the MoonPad. The Music can accompany the LED lights to
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create an effect. Another feature that can be added is haptic feedback. This can be useful
if we want the individual to feel their step on the MoonPad.
The App can be modified to display real-time status of the MoonPad. As the MoonPad
goes into continuous play mode, the App can display similar effects on the MoonPad. The
App can have a timer ticking when an individual steps on the MoonPad to show the
standing time left. The App can also be modified to change colors of the MoonPads based
on the state that it is in.
MoonPads was tested on MSP430 Development Board which has only 512 Bytes of
RAM, which is limited for future enhancements. Therefore, for further developments, the
MSP430 embedded application will be ported to next generation development boards with
32-bit process and a generous amount of memory as shown in Figure 9.1.
Figure 9.1: Next Generation Development Boards [3]
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I.1 Modified Gateway Python Application Code
The open-source gateway Python application source code was originally written by Digi
International [33]. The source code was modified to eliminate the need of the Digi Remote
Manager Cloud Application by adding new CGI functionality supporting the MoonPad
application. The function “prettify” in the code was obtained from [34].
Listing I.1: Modified Gateway Python Code
# uncompyle6 ve r s i on 3 . 2 . 3
# Python bytecode 2 .7 (62211)
# Decompiled from : Python 2 . 7 . 1 4 ( de fau l t , Oct 31 2017 , 2 1 : 1 2 : 1 3 )
# [GCC 6 . 4 . 0 ]
# Embedded f i l e name : / cygdr ive /c/ Users / ra jan /Documents/
Surabhi_Rajandekar~
# ~/svr9189_grad_ppr/Surabhi−Python/Python/xbgw−app/xbgw/
r epo r t i ng / device_cloud . py
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# Compiled at : 2018−11−12 12 : 09 : 36
" " "
Def ine r epo r t i ng manager f o r pos t ing data po in t s to Dig i Device
Cloud
" " "
import i d i g i d a t a , pubsub . pub , logg ing , re , threading , Queue , time
, base64
from c o l l e c t i o n s import deque
import socket , sys , r c i , datetime , xml . e t r e e . ElementTree as ET
from BaseHTTPServer import BaseHTTPRequestHandler , HTTPServer
from xml .dom import minidom
from xml . e t r e e . ElementTree import Element , SubElement , Comment ,
t o s t r i n g
from xbgw . s e t t i n g s import Sett ing , Set t ingsMix in
import c g i
import cg i tb #except ion handler , shows e r r o r messages i f anything
goes wrong
cg i tb . enable ( )
l o gg e r = logg ing . getLogger (__name__)
s = socket . socke t ( socket .AF_INET, socke t .SOCK_STREAM)
s . s e t b l o c k i n g (0 )
inputs = [ s ]
outputs = [ ]





accept_f lag = 0
def wrap ( fn ) :
def wrappedListener ( t op i c=pubsub . pub .AUTO_TOPIC, ident=None ,
va lue=None , ∗∗ kwargs ) :
fn ( top ic , ident=ident , va lue=value , ∗∗ kwargs )
l o gg e r . i n f o ( 'Got the wrapped l i s t e n e r ' )
return wrappedListener
def id_to_stream ( ident ) :
" " "
Convert a message i d e n t i t y tup l e / l i s t i n to a DataStream name
" " "
i f type ( ident ) not in ( tuple , l i s t ) :
l o gg e r . warn ( 'Got non−tuple , non− l i s t ID : %s ' , i d ent )
ident = ( ident , )
stream = ( ' / ' ) . j o i n ( ( str ( x ) for x in i d ent ) )
inval id_stream_chars = ' [^_\\ −\\[\\] : a−zA−Z0 −9 . ! / ] '
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stream_escape = '− '
escaped_stream , rep lacements = re . subn ( inval id_stream_chars ,
stream_escape , stream )
i f rep lacements > 0 :
l o gg e r . warn ( ' Escaped %d i n v a l i d stream name charac t e r ( s )
in %s ' , replacements , stream )
return escaped_stream
def get_type ( obj ) :
" " " Return Device Cloud data po int type f o r the g iven Python
ob j e c t " " "
t = type ( obj )
i f t == int or t == bool :
return 'INTEGER '
i f t == str :
return 'STRING '
i f t == f loat :
return 'DOUBLE '
return 'UNKNOWN'
class DeviceCloudReporter ( Set t ingsMix in ) :
" " " Report ing manager which pos t s data po in t s in to Device
Cloud
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The Device Cloud r epo r t i ng manager i s agno s t i c to the ac tua l
source o f
the data to be repor ted . The MDS ( pubsub Message Data
S p e c i f i c a t i o n )
f o r the t o p i c s be ing monitored r e q u i r e s two arguments :
∗ i d ent : A l i s t or tup l e o f i d e n t i f y i n g in fo rmat ion f o r
the data .
An example would be ( ' s ensor1 ' , ' temperature ' )
f o r temperature
data from a p a r t i c u l a r s enso r .
∗ value : The cur rent value o f the data stream ( i . e . the
data po int
va lue to be repor ted ) . This va lue w i l l be
uploaded as
a data po int o f type INTEGER, STRING, DOUBLE, or
UNKNOWN
depending on the type o f `value ` . A bool va lue
i s t r ea t ed as
an i n t e g e r .
Data stream i d e n t i f i e r s are p r e f i x e d with the pubsub top i c
name , f o l l owed
by the items in ` ident ` j o i n ed by the charac t e r ' / ' . For
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example , the
f o l l o w i n g code , i f added to xbgw_main . py , would populate a
data po int
under " example . stream/one / 2 " .
dc_reporter . s t a r t_repo r t i ng ( " example . stream " )
pubsub . pub . sendMessage ( " example . stream " ,
ident =(" one " , 2) , va lue=" He l lo
world " )
Ava i l ab l e s e t t i n g s :
∗ " encode s e r i a l " : I f s e t to ` true ` , s t r i n g va lue s w i l l
be converted to
base64 encoding when uploaded to
Device Cloud
" " "
def __init__( s e l f , s e t t i n g s _ r e g i s t r y , s e t t ing s_b ind ing= '
dev i ce c loud ' ) :
global q
l ogg e r . i n f o ( ' I n i t i a l i z i n g DeviceCloudReporter ' )
s e t t i n g s _ l i s t = [
Se t t i ng (name= ' encode s e r i a l ' , type=bool , r equ i r ed=False ,
de fau l t_va lue=False ) ]
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Sett ingsMix in . __init__( s e l f )
s e l f . r e g i s t e r _ s e t t i n g s ( s e t t i n g s _ r e g i s t r y ,
se t t ings_bind ing , s e t t i n g s _ l i s t )
s e l f . _top i c_reg i s t ry = {}
s e l f . _work = deque ( )
s e l f . _work_event = thread ing . Event ( )
s e l f . _work_lock = thread ing . RLock ( )
s e l f . _last_upload = 0
s e l f ._RETRY_TIME = 5
s e l f ._RETRY_COUNT = 3
s e l f ._RATE_LIMIT = 5
s e l f ._MAX_QUEUE_SIZE = 5000
s e l f ._MAX_PER_UPLOAD = 249
q = Queue . Queue ( )
s e l f . _thread = thread ing . Thread ( t a r g e t=s e l f . __thread_fn )
# _http_thread was added to run the http s e r v e r p a r a l l e l y
s e l f . _http_thread = thread ing . Thread ( t a r g e t=run_fn )
s e l f . _thread . daemon = True
s e l f . _http_thread . daemon = True
s e l f . _thread . s t a r t ( )
s e l f . _http_thread . s t a r t ( )
def s t a r t_repo r t i ng ( s e l f , t op i c ) :
" " " Subscr ibe to pubsub data on the g iven top i c name
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The top i c must conform to the MDS documented in the
DeviceCloudReporter c l a s s doc s t r i ng ( ident and value ) .
" " "
l i s t e n e r = wrap ( s e l f . __my_listener )
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' i n s i d e s ta r t_repor t ing , got the l i s t e n e r ' )
s e l f . _top i c_reg i s t ry [ t op i c ] = l i s t e n e r
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' i n s i d e s ta r t_repor t ing , got the top i c f o r
the l i s t e n e r ' )
pubsub . pub . sub s c r i b e ( l i s t e n e r , t op i c )
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' i n s i d e s ta r t_repor t ing , pub l i shed and sub to
the l i s t e n e r and the top i c ' )
def s top_report ing ( s e l f , t op i c ) :
" " " Unsubscr ibe from pubsub data on the g iven top i c name
Wil l r a i s e KeyError i f the t op i c has not been subsc r ibed
to
( s ee s t a r t_repo r t i ng ) .
" " "
del s e l f . _top i c_reg i s t ry [ t op i c ]
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' i n s i d e stop r epo r t i ng ' )
def __my_listener ( s e l f , t op i c=pubsub . pub .AUTO_TOPIC, ident=
None , va lue=None , ∗∗ kwargs ) :
t op i c = top i c . getName ( )
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l o gg e r . debug ( '%s from %s ' , top ic , ident )
l o gg e r . debug ( ' Topic %s , ident %s , va lue %s with ext ra
data %s ' , top ic , ident , value , kwargs )
with s e l f . _work_lock :
l o gg e r . i n f o ( 'Work lock ! ! ' )
i f len ( s e l f . _work) >= s e l f ._MAX_QUEUE_SIZE:
l o gg e r . i n f o ( 'Work lock detec ted ' )
s e l f . _purge_work ( )
q_len = len ( s e l f . _work)
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Length o f queue be f o r e :%d ' , q_len )
s e l f . _work . append ( ( top ic , ident , value , kwargs , time .
time ( ) ) )
s e l f . _work_event . set ( )
q_len = len ( s e l f . _work)
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Length o f queue:%d ' , q_len )
a c t i v e th r e ad s = thread ing . act ive_count ( )
l o gg e r . i n f o ( 'No . o f threads a c t i v e :%d ' , a c t i v e th r e ad s
)
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Exit ing l i s t e n e r loop ' )
def _purge_work ( s e l f ) :
l o gg e r . e r r o r ( 'Max queue s i z e exceeded , purging queue ' )
s e l f . _work . c l e a r ( )
def __thread_fn ( s e l f ) :
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i f len ( s e l f . _work) == 0 :
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Waiting f o r work event wait '
)
s e l f . _work_event . wait ( )
next_report = s e l f . _last_upload + s e l f .
_RATE_LIMIT − time . time ( )
i f next_report > 0 :
l o gg e r . debug ( ' S l e ep ing f o r %f ' ,
next_report )
time . s l e e p ( next_report )
i f len ( s e l f . _work) == 0 :
l o gg e r . warning ( ' Lost expected data whi l e
s l e e p i n g . ' )
else :
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' I n s i d e thread fn ' )
s e l f . _publish_stream ( )
with s e l f . _work_lock :
i f len ( s e l f . _work) == 0 :
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Thread_fn work lock ' )
s e l f . _work_event . c l e a r ( )
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except :
l o gg e r . i n f o ( 'CAUGHT THREAD EXCEPTION i n s i d e
thread_fn ! ! ! ! ! ! ' )
def _publish_stream ( s e l f ) :
f i l ename = ' DataPoint/ upload . csv '
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Uploading data to %s ' , f i l ename )
body = s e l f . _build_body ( )
s e l f . _upload ( body , f i l ename )
s e l f . _last_upload = time . time ( )
def _build_body ( s e l f ) :
l i n e s = [
'#TIMESTAMP,DATA,DATATYPE,STREAMID ' ]
count = 0
while len ( s e l f . _work) != 0 and count < s e l f .
_MAX_PER_UPLOAD:
top ic , ident , value , kwargs , timestamp = s e l f . _work .
p o p l e f t ( )
stream_id = ( ' {}/{} ' ) . format ( top ic , id_to_stream (
ident ) )
l o gg e r . debug ( ' stream_id : %s ' , stream_id )
l o gg e r . debug ( ' data : %s ' , ( stream_id , value , kwargs ) )
datatype = get_type ( value )
i f type ( va lue ) == bool :
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value = int ( va lue )
else :
i f type ( va lue ) == str :
i f s e l f . g e t_se t t ing ( ' encode s e r i a l ' ) :
va lue = base64 . b64encode ( va lue )
l i n e s . append ( ( ' {} ,{} ,{} ,{} ' ) . format ( int ( timestamp ∗
1000) , value , datatype , stream_id ) )
stream_body = ( ( ' {} ,{} ,{} ,{} ' ) . format ( int ( timestamp ∗
1000) , value , datatype , stream_id ) )
count = count + 1
#The r e c e i v ed data by the Dig i Gateway i s i n s e r t e d in
a queue
q . put ( stream_body )
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Upload conta in s %d datapo int s ' , count )
upload_body = ( ' \n ' ) . j o i n ( l i n e s )
return upload_body
def _upload ( s e l f , body , f i l ename ) :
loop_count = 0
while True :
succes s , _, errmsg = i d i g i d a t a . send_to_idig i ( body ,
f i l ename )
i f su c c e s s :
l o gg e r . i n f o ( ' Upload s u c c e s s f u l to the CSV F i l e −
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Surabhi ' )
break
i f errmsg . s t a r t s w i t h ( ' Request t h r o t t l e d . ' ) :
l o gg e r . e r r o r ( ' Device Cloud t h r o t t l i n g , wa i t ing ' )
time . s l e e p ( s e l f ._RETRY_TIME)
else :
l o gg e r . warning ( ' Unexpected Device Cloud er ror ,
data l o s t : %s ' , errmsg )
break
i f loop_count >= s e l f ._RETRY_COUNT:
l o gg e r . e r r o r ( ' Exceeded r e t r i e s , data l o s t ' )
break
loop_count = loop_count + 1
def run_fn ( ) :
" " "
This i s the thread func t i on that s t a r t s the http s e r v e r
and runs i t f o r e v e r u n t i l the program e x i s t s .
" " "
se rver_address = ( ' ' , 8000)
httpd = HTTPServer ( server_address , S )
print ' Sta r t i ng httpd 8 0 0 0 . . . '
httpd . s e rve_fo r eve r ( )
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class S( BaseHTTPRequestHandler ) :
" " "
This i s the c l a s s f o r HTTP s e r v e r . I t s e t s the http
headers f o r html
and xml r eque s t s and handles the http s e r v e r r eque s t s
from the App l i k e POST, GET etc . On the f i r s t GET reques t
from the App ,
a l l the prev ious data on the gateway i s c l e a r ed . For the
subsequent
GET reques t s , the data sent from the XBee ' s to the
Gateway i s a v a i l a b l e
f o r download or a c c e s s .
" " "
def _set_headers_html ( s e l f ) :
s e l f . send_response (200)
s e l f . send_header ( ' Content−type ' , ' t ex t /html ' )
s e l f . end_headers ( )
def _set_headers_xml ( s e l f ) :
s e l f . send_response (200)
s e l f . send_header ( ' Content−type ' , ' a p p l i c a t i o n /xml ' )
s e l f . end_headers ( )
def do_GET( s e l f ) :
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" " "
This func t i on checks i f the data queue i s empty and i f
not , e x t r a c t s
data sent from the XBee . The ext rac t ed data i s converted
in to xml
format f o r the App and d i sp layed on the http s e r v e r on a
GET reques t .
" " "
s e l f . _set_headers_xml ( )
# Create in s t anc e o f F i e ldSto rage
form = c g i . F i e ldSto rage ( )
req = form . ge tva lue ( ' f i rst_name ' )
i f ( req == ' f i r s t r e q ' ) :
q . queue . c l e a r ( )
else :
r e s u l t _ s i z e = q . q s i z e ( )
print " Queue s i z e at HTTP: " , q . q s i z e ( )
r e s u l t _ s i z e = str ( r e s u l t _ s i z e )
i f not q . empty ( ) :
r e s u l t _ s t r i n g = ET. Element ( ' r e s u l t ' )
ET. SubElement ( r e su l t_s t r i ng , ' r e s u l t S i z e ' ) . t ex t =
r e s u l t _ s i z e
for streams in range (0 , int ( r e s u l t _ s i z e ) ) :
data_stream , device_id , data_type , time_stamp
= s e l f . create_xml ( )
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datastream = ET. SubElement ( r e su l t_s t r i ng , '
DataStream ' )
ET. SubElement ( datastream , ' streamId ' ) . t ex t =
' 00000000−00000000−00409DFF−FF83C115/ ' +
device_id
ET. SubElement ( datastream , ' dataType ' ) . t ex t =
data_type
current_value = ET. SubElement ( datastream , '
currentValue ' )
ET. SubElement ( current_value , ' timestamp ' ) .
t ex t = time_stamp
ET. SubElement ( current_value , ' data ' ) . t ex t =
data_stream
pret ty_tree = s e l f . p r e t t i f y ( r e s u l t _ s t r i n g )
s e l f . w f i l e . wr i t e ( pre t ty_tree )
def create_xml ( s e l f ) :
" " "
This func t i on e x t r a c t s the r e c e i v ed data stream and
par s e s i t to f i l t e r
the timestamp , data type , stream ID and data message . The
value i s
returned to the do_GET func t i on f o r en t e r i ng in to the xml
t r e e .
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" " "
ent i re_stream = q . get ( )
ent i re_stream = entire_stream . s p l i t ( ' , ' )
time_stamp = ent ire_stream [ 0 ]
data_stream = entire_stream [ 1 ]
data_type = ent i re_stream [ 2 ]
device_id = ent i re_stream [ 3 ]
return (
data_stream , device_id , data_type , time_stamp )
def p r e t t i f y ( s e l f , elem ) :
" " "
This func t i on r e tu rn s a proper ly ISO−8859−1 encoding
formatted
xml t r e e
" " "
rough_str ing = t o s t r i n g ( elem , ' ISO−8859−1 ' )
r eparsed = minidom . pa r s eS t r i ng ( rough_str ing )
not_pretty_xml = reparsed . toprettyxml ( indent= ' ' , newl= '
\n ' , encoding= ' ISO−8859−1 ' )
pattern = re . compile ( '>\n\\ s+([^<>\\s ] . ∗ ? ) \n\\ s+</ ' , r e .
DOTALL)
#pr in t ' p r e t t i f y ! '
return pattern . sub ( '>\\g<1></ ' , not_pretty_xml )
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def do_HEAD( s e l f ) :
s e l f . _set_headers_html ( )
def do_POST( s e l f ) :
" " "
This func t i on handles the POST reques t sent by the App .
" " "
content_length = int ( s e l f . headers [ ' Content−Length ' ] )
r eque s t_s t r ing = s e l f . r f i l e . read ( content_length )
xml = '<?xml ve r s i on ="1.0" encoding="ISO−8859−1"?> '
xml = xml + r c i . p roces s_reques t ( r eque s t_s t r ing )
xml = xml . r e p l a c e ( '>< ' , '>\n< ' )
xml = xml + ' \n '
s e l f . _set_headers_xml ( )
s e l f . w f i l e . wr i t e ( xml )
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I.2 MoonPad MSP430 Source Code
The MoonPad MSP430 source code was written from scratch using Code Composer Studio
in C programming language. The circular buffer implementation was implemented similar
to the method in [35]. The MSP430 source code is a FSM for MoonPad operation and can
handle transition to any state based on the user input from the App.
Listing I.2: MSP430 Source Code
#include <msp430g2553 . h>
#include<s t d i o . h>
#include <s t r i n g . h>
#include<stdboo l . h>
#include<s t d l i b . h>
#include<s t d i n t . h>
#include<ctype . h>






#define BUFFER_SIZE 65 //90
#define REF_VALUE 0.00146484
// cha rac t e r a r rays
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char s r c_bu f f e r_s t r ing [SRC_DST_BUFFER_STRING_SIZE] = {} ;
char dst_buf f e r_st r ing [SRC_DST_BUFFER_STRING_SIZE] = {} ;
char copy_FIFO_buffer [BUFFER_SIZE] = {} ;
unsigned char AT_start [AT_START_STRING_SIZE] = { "+++" } ;
int fsr_adc_values_array [10 ]={0} ;
char AT_set_DH_DL_C[AT_DH_DL_STRING_SIZE] = { "ATDH 0 ,DL 0\ r " } ;
char AT_send_WR_NC[AT_WR_NC_STRING_SIZE] = { "ATWR,CN\ r " } ;
char send_ACK_string [SEND_ACK_STRING_SIZE] = { "ACK" } ;
char send_nACK_string [ 4 ] = { "nACK" } ;
char ATDH_command[4]={ "ATDH" } ;
char ATDL_command[3]={ " ,DL" } ;
char CR_command[2]={ " \ r " } ;
char send_next_xbee [ 6 ] = { " uNext$ " } ;
char src_DH_address [16 ]={0} ;
char dst_DL_address [16 ]={0} ;
char DH_addr [ 8 ]={} ;
char DL_addr [ 8 ]={} ;
char t ime_buf fer [ 2 ] ={0};
// v a r i a b l e s
unsigned int AT_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int DH_DL_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int WR_NC_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int send_ACK_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int src_str ing_read_ptr = 0 ;
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unsigned int dst_str ing_read_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int t a i l_p t r = 0 ;
unsigned int rx_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int read_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int src_rx_f lag = 0 ;
unsigned int dst_rx_flag = 0 ;
unsigned sum_of_src_elements = 0 ;
unsigned int i , fsr_adc_value , avg_fsr_adc_values , sample_count =
0 ;
f loat voltage_read = 0 . 0 ;
unsigned int count = 0 ;
unsigned int s rc_addr_of f se t = 0 ;
unsigned int dst_addr_of f set = 0 ;
unsigned int DH_addr_rx_flag = 0 ;
unsigned int DL_addr_rx_flag = 0 ;
unsigned int OK_DH_count = 0 ;
unsigned int OK_WR_count = 0 ;
unsigned int ACK_count = 0 ;
unsigned int timer_count = 0 ;
unsigned int led_on_count = 0 ;
unsigned int src_DH_address_read_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int dst_DL_address_read_ptr = 0 ;
unsigned int standing_time = 0 ;
unsigned int b u f f e r _ f u l l _ f l a g = 0 ;
unsigned int buffer_empty_flag = 0 ;
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unsigned int stop_count = 0 ;
unsigned int c l e a r = 0 ;
// cha rac t e r p o i n t e r s
char ∗ src_address_ptr ;
char ∗ dst_address_ptr ;
char ∗src_DH_ptr ;
char ∗dst_DL_ptr ;
// bool f l a g s f o r check ing i f a cond i t i on has occurred
bool AT_ok_flag = f a l s e ;
bool rx_done_flag = f a l s e ;
bool tx_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool DH_DL_flag = f a l s e ;
bool WR_NC_flag = f a l s e ;
bool send_ACK_flag = f a l s e ;
bool temp_flag = f a l s e ;
bool AT_start_flag = f a l s e ;
bool set_C_flag = f a l s e ;
bool AT_C_flag = f a l s e ;
bool WR_NC_C_flag = f a l s e ;
bool set_AT_DH_DL_C_flag = f a l s e ;
bool ACK_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
bool nACK_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
bool ACK_src_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
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bool ACK_message_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
bool conf igured_xbee_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool s tart_green_led_bl ink ing_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool time_to_step_flag = f a l s e ;
bool ACK_flag = f a l s e ;
bool is_first_moonpad_flag = f a l s e ;
bool is_last_moonpad_flag = f a l s e ;
bool read_buf fe r_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool s t a r t _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
bool s top_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool r e s e t _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
bool done_flag = f a l s e ;
bool i d e n t i f y _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
bool s t ep_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool message_rece ived_f lag = f a l s e ;
bool step_back_flag = f a l s e ;
// Functions d e c l a r a t i o n
void tx_str ing ( ) ;
void send_AT_DH_DL( ) ;
void send_AT_WR_NC() ;
void send_ACK() ;
void read_data ( ) ;
void create_AT_DH_command( ) ;
void set_AT_DH_DL_C() ;
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void send_next_xbee_message ( ) ;
void send_nACK() ;
void adc_conf igure ( ) ;
void adc_sample ( ) ;
void r e s e t _ a l l ( ) ;
// void reset_for_STOP ( ) ;









state_MC s t a t e = INITIAL_STATE;
state_MC next_state ;
/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗ Ci r cu l a r Buf f e r implementation ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
typedef struct c i r c u l a r b u f f e r {
char ∗ const FIFO_buffer ;
unsigned int head_of_buffer ;
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unsigned int t a i l_o f_bu f f e r ;
const int s i z e_o f_bu f f e r ;
} circular_buffer_FIFO_elements ;
char FIFO_buffer_address [BUFFER_SIZE ] ;
c ircular_buffer_FIFO_elements FIFO = { . FIFO_buffer=
FIFO_buffer_address , . head_of_buffer = 0 , . t a i l_o f_bu f f e r = 0 , .
s i z e_o f_bu f f e r = BUFFER_SIZE} ;
int push_data_in_buffer ( circular_buffer_FIFO_elements ∗ , uint8_t )
;
int pop_data_in_buffer ( circular_buffer_FIFO_elements ∗ , uint8_t
∗) ;
uint8_t uart_data ;
uint8_t pop_data = 0 ;
/∗ Main code s t a r t s ∗/
void main ( void )
{
WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; // Stop the Watch dog
//−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Conf igure the Clocks
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−//
i f (CALBC1_1MHZ==0xFF) // I f c a l i b r a t i o n constant erased
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{
while (1 ) ; // do not load , trap CPU! !
}
DCOCTL = 0 ; // S e l e c t lowest DCOx and MODx
s e t t i n g s
BCSCTL1 = CALBC1_1MHZ; // Set range
DCOCTL = CALDCO_1MHZ; // Set DCO step + modulation
//−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Conf igur ing the LED ' s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−//
P1DIR |= BIT0 + BIT6 + BIT4 + BIT3 + BIT5 + BIT7 ; ; // P1 . 0
and P1 . 6 output
P2DIR |= BIT3 ;
//−−−−−−−−− Se t t i ng the UART func t i on f o r P1 . 1 & P1 . 2
−−−−−−−−//
P1SEL |= BIT1 + BIT2 ; // P1 . 1 UCA0RXD input
P1SEL2 |= BIT1 + BIT2 ; // P1 . 2 UCA0TXD output
P1OUT &= 0x00 ;
P2OUT &= 0x00 ;
//−−−−−−−−−−−− Conf igur ing the UART(USCI_A0) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−//
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UCA0CTL1 |= UCSSEL_2 + UCSWRST; // USCI Clock = SMCLK,
USCI_A0 d i s ab l ed
UCA0BR0 = 104 ; // 104 From datasheet tab le−
UCA0BR1 = 0 ; // −s e l e c t s baudrate =9600 ,
c l k = SMCLK
UCA0MCTL = UCBRS_1; // Modulation value = 1 from
datasheet
UCA0CTL1 &= ~UCSWRST; // Clear UCSWRST to enable
USCI_A0
//−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Enabling the i n t e r r u p t s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−//
UC0IE |= UCA0RXIE; // enable the UART RX i n t e r r u p t
// s e t t imer c l o ck
// setup the t imer A0
CCR0 = 62500;




switch ( s t a t e )
{
case INITIAL_STATE:
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AT_C_flag = true ;
tx_str ing ( ) ; // w i l l send AT command +++
// con f i gu r e the ADC





i f ( rx_done_flag == true )
{
i f ( push_data_in_buffer(&FIFO , uart_data ) )
{
b u f f e r _ f u l l _ f l a g = 1 ;
buffer_empty_flag = 0 ;
pop_data_in_buffer(&FIFO,&pop_data ) ;
i f ( pop_data_in_buffer(&FIFO,&pop_data ) )
{





i f ( read_buf fe r_f lag == true )
{
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read_buf fe r_f lag = f a l s e ;








i f ( ACK_message_sent_flag == true | | ( (
led_on_count > 0) && ( led_on_count <











AT_C_flag = true ;
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adc_sample ( ) ;
fsr_adc_value = 0 ;
for ( sample_count=0; sample_count <10; sample_count
++)
{
fsr_adc_value = fsr_adc_value +
fsr_adc_values_array [ sample_count ] ;
}
avg_fsr_adc_values = ( fsr_adc_value /10) ;
voltage_read = avg_fsr_adc_values∗REF_VALUE;
i f ( voltage_read >0.5 && ACK_message_sent_flag ==
true )
{
step_back_flag = true ;
P1OUT |= BIT5 ;




step_back_flag = f a l s e ;
P1OUT &= ~BIT5 ;
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P2OUT &= ~BIT3 ;
}
i f ( voltage_read >0.5)
{
message_rece ived_f lag = f a l s e ;














This func t i on reads the cha ra c t e r s r e c e i v ed
in the UART b u f f e r and par s e s them . The s r c and
dst address are ex t rac t ed along with the s t a tu s b i t s
and i t i s checked i f the AT commands can be sent .
I t i s a l s o checked i f the App has sent r e s e t ,
s t a r t , stop , i d e n t i f y or done s i g n a l s .
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∗/
void read_data ( )
{
src_addr_of f se t = dst_addr_of fset = 3 ;
while ( t a i l_p t r <= FIFO . s i z e_o f_bu f f e r )
{
copy_FIFO_buffer [ rx_ptr++] = FIFO . FIFO_buffer [ t a i l_p t r
++];
}
i f ( t a i l_p t r >= FIFO . s i z e_o f_bu f f e r )
{
t a i l_p t r = 0 ;
rx_ptr = 0 ;
}
//Now s t a r t l ook ing in to the b u f f e r f o r s r c and dst addre s s e s
for ( read_ptr =0; read_ptr<= BUFFER_SIZE; read_ptr++)
{
count = read_ptr ;
// f o r AT commands to s e t DH and DL as coo rd ina to r to send
the ACK ' s
// AT_start_flag i s s e t i n s i d e tx_str ing ( ) and AT_C_flag
i s s e t be f o r e the main whi l e loop beg ins
i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' && copy_FIFO_buffer [
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read_ptr +1] == 'K ' && AT_C_flag == true &&
AT_start_flag == true )
{
// tx_f lag = 0 ;
AT_C_flag = f a l s e ;




// to check "OK\ r " r e c e i v ed a f t e r s e t t i n g the DH and DL to
0
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' &&
set_AT_DH_DL_C_flag == true && OK_DH_count == 0)
{
OK_DH_count = 1 ;
break ;
}
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' &&
set_AT_DH_DL_C_flag == true && OK_DH_count == 1)
{
set_AT_DH_DL_C_flag = f a l s e ;
OK_DH_count = 0 ;
send_AT_WR_NC() ;
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break ;
}
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' && WR_NC_flag ==
true && WR_NC_C_flag == true && OK_WR_count == 0)
{
OK_WR_count = 1 ;
break ;
}
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' && WR_NC_flag ==
true && WR_NC_C_flag == true && OK_WR_count == 1)
{
OK_WR_count = 0 ;
WR_NC_flag = f a l s e ;
WR_NC_C_flag = f a l s e ;
i f ( s top_f lag == true )
{
send_ACK() ; // t h i s w i l l be ACK f o r stop
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
s t a t e = READ_DATA;
s t a r t _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
// s top_f lag = f a l s e ;
//ACK_count = 0 ;
// c l e a r both the b u f f e r s
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for ( c l e a r =0; c l ea r <BUFFER_SIZE; c l e a r++)
{
copy_FIFO_buffer [ c l e a r ] = 0 ;
FIFO_buffer_address [ c l e a r ] = 0 ;
}





// f o r AT commands to s e t DH and DL as per the r e c e i v ed
s r c and dst
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' && AT_start_flag
== true )
{
// tx_f lag = 0 ;




else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' && DH_DL_flag ==
true )
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{




else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'O ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'K ' && WR_NC_flag ==
true ) //same f o r both : s e t as C or s e t dst DH−DL
{
WR_NC_flag = f a l s e ;
CCTL0 |= CCIE ;
i f ( s t a r t _ f l a g == true && stop_f lag == true )
{




else i f ( ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'R ' ) && (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' $ ' ) && r e s e t _ f l a g ==
f a l s e )
{
send_ACK() ;
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
r e s e t _ a l l ( ) ;
r e s e t _ f l a g = true ;




else i f ( ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'A ' ) && (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' $ ' ) && s t a r t _ f l a g ==
f a l s e )
{
send_ACK() ;
// whi l e ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
done_flag = f a l s e ; // to c l e a r l a s t done s t a t e i f
p re s ent
//CCTL0 |= ~CCIE ; // c l e a r the t imer i n t e r r u p t
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
i f ( DH_addr_rx_flag == 1 && ACK_count == 0)
{
ACK_count = 1 ;
tx_str ing ( ) ;
}
s t a r t _ f l a g = true ;
break ;
}
else i f ( ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'Z ' ) && (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' $ ' ) && stop_f lag ==
f a l s e && stop_count == 0)
{
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CCTL0 |= ~CCIE ; // c l e a r the t imer i n t e r r u p t
next_state = STOP;
stop_f lag = true ;
stop_count = 1 ;
break ;
}
else i f ( ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == ' I ' ) && (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' $ ' ) && i d e n t i f y _ f l a g
== f a l s e )
{
//send_ACK() ; //commented f o r now as App i s not
check ing ACK f o r I d e n t i f y
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
i d e n t i f y _ f l a g = true ;
done_flag = f a l s e ;
//CCTL0 |= CCIE ;
P1OUT |= BIT5 ;
P2OUT |= BIT3 ;
// next_state = LED_TIMER;
break ;
}
else i f ( ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'D ' ) && (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' $ ' ) && done_flag ==
f a l s e )
{
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//send_ACK() ; //commented f o r now as App i s not
check ing ACK f o r I d e n t i f y
done_flag = true ;
i d e n t i f y _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
P1OUT &= ~BIT5 ;
P2OUT &= ~BIT3 ;
for ( c l e a r =0; c l ea r <BUFFER_SIZE; c l e a r++)
{
copy_FIFO_buffer [ c l e a r ] = 0 ;




else i f ( ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'T ' ) && (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +2] == ' $ ' | | (
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +3] == ' $ ' ) ) && ACK_flag ==
f a l s e )
{
read_ptr = read_ptr +1; //go to time T ' time ' $
i f ( read_ptr >= BUFFER_SIZE)
{
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//do nothing
}
i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' $ ' )
{
t ime_buf fer [ 0 ] = copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] ;
standing_time = time_buf fer [0] − ' 0 ' ;
standing_time = standing_time ∗2 ;
}
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +2] == ' $ ' )
{
t ime_buf fer [ 0 ] = copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] ;
t ime_buf fer [ 1 ] = copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] ;
standing_time = a t o i ( t ime_buf fer ) ;





else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == ' s ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' r ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +2] == ' c ' &&
ACK_src_sent_flag == f a l s e )
{
read_ptr = read_ptr +3;
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for ( src_str ing_read_ptr = 0 ; src_str ing_read_ptr <=
24 ; src_str ing_read_ptr++)
{
i f ( read_ptr >= BUFFER_SIZE)
{




//do nothing with read_ptr
}
s r c_bu f f e r_s t r ing [ src_str ing_read_ptr ] =
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] ;
read_ptr++;
}
src_rx_f lag = src_rx_f lag + 1 ;
src_DH_ptr = src_DH_address ;
src_address_ptr = s r c_bu f f e r_s t r ing ;
for ( src_DH_address_read_ptr = 0 ;
src_DH_address_read_ptr < 24 ;
src_DH_address_read_ptr++)
{
i f (∗ src_address_ptr != ' : ' && ∗ src_address_ptr != ' ! ' )
{
∗src_DH_ptr++ = ∗ src_address_ptr ;








i f ( a t o i ( src_DH_address ) == 0)
{
is_first_moonpad_flag = true ;
}
// send ACK from here
send_ACK() ;
ACK_src_sent_flag = true ;
break ;
}
else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'd ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == ' s ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +2] == ' t ' &&
ACK_src_sent_flag == true )
{
ACK_src_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
ACK_count = 0 ; // that means r e c e i v i n g s r c and dst
again so s e t the count to 0 here
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AT_start_flag = f a l s e ;
DH_DL_flag = f a l s e ;
WR_NC_flag = f a l s e ;
//ACK_dst_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
read_ptr = read_ptr+dst_addr_of fset ;
for ( dst_str ing_read_ptr = 0 ; dst_str ing_read_ptr <=
24 ; dst_str ing_read_ptr++)
{
i f ( read_ptr >= BUFFER_SIZE)
{




//do nothing with read_ptr
}
ds t_buf f e r_st r ing [ dst_str ing_read_ptr ] =
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] ;
read_ptr++;
}
dst_rx_flag = dst_rx_flag + 1 ;
dst_DL_ptr = dst_DL_address ;
dst_address_ptr = dst_buf f e r_st r ing ;
for ( dst_DL_address_read_ptr = 0 ;
dst_DL_address_read_ptr < 24 ;
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dst_DL_address_read_ptr++)
{
i f (∗ dst_address_ptr != ' : ' && ∗ dst_address_ptr != ' ! '
)
{








for ( i =0; i <16; i++)
{
i f ( i <8)
{




DL_addr [ i −8]=dst_DL_address [ i ] ;
}
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}
DH_addr_rx_flag++;
i f ( a t o i (DH_addr) == 0 && a t o i (DL_addr) == 0)
{





else i f ( copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr ] == 'u ' &&
copy_FIFO_buffer [ read_ptr +1] == 'N ' &&
message_rece ived_f lag == f a l s e )
{
message_rece ived_f lag = true ;
CCTL0 |= CCIE ;
i f ( s top_f lag == true )
{
stop_f lag = f a l s e ;
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
i f ( DH_addr_rx_flag == 1 && ACK_count == 0)
{
ACK_count = 1 ;
tx_str ing ( ) ;
}




read_ptr = count ;
} //end o f f o r loop
}
/∗
This func t i on puts the Xbee ' s i n to
Command Mode by sending '+++'
∗/
void tx_str ing ( )
{
for (AT_ptr = 0 ; AT_ptr < 3 ; AT_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = AT_start [ AT_ptr ] ;
P1OUT ^= BIT0 ;
}
AT_start_flag = true ;
i f (AT_ptr >= AT_START_STRING_SIZE)
{
AT_ptr = 0 ;




This func t i on s e t s the DH and DL to





for (DH_DL_ptr = 0 ; DH_DL_ptr < 13 ; DH_DL_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = AT_set_DH_DL_C[DH_DL_ptr ] ; //
AT_send_DH_DL_temp
}
set_AT_DH_DL_C_flag = true ;
WR_NC_C_flag = true ; // j u s t to i d e n t i f y the OK we have
r e c e i v ed i s from t h i s Coordinator commands
}
/∗
This func t i on sends the AT commands
DH and DL to s e t them at once .
∗/
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void send_AT_DH_DL( )
{
// send ATDH command
for (DH_DL_ptr = 0 ; DH_DL_ptr < 4 ; DH_DL_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = ATDH_command[DH_DL_ptr ] ; //AT_send_DH_DL_temp
}
// send DH address
for (DH_DL_ptr = 0 ; DH_DL_ptr < 8 ; DH_DL_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = DH_addr [DH_DL_ptr ] ; //AT_send_DH_DL_temp
}
// send ATDL command
for (DH_DL_ptr = 0 ; DH_DL_ptr < 3 ; DH_DL_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = ATDL_command[DH_DL_ptr ] ; //AT_send_DH_DL_temp
}
for (DH_DL_ptr = 0 ; DH_DL_ptr < 8 ; DH_DL_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = DL_addr [DH_DL_ptr ] ; //AT_send_DH_DL_temp
}
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// send CR
for (DH_DL_ptr = 0 ; DH_DL_ptr < 1 ; DH_DL_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = CR_command[DH_DL_ptr ] ; //AT_send_DH_DL_temp
}
DH_DL_flag = true ;
}
/∗
This func t i on sends the AT commands
WR and NC to wr i t e the sent DH and DL




for (WR_NC_ptr = 0 ; WR_NC_ptr < 9 ; WR_NC_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = AT_send_WR_NC[WR_NC_ptr ] ;
P1OUT ^= BIT0 ;
}
WR_NC_flag = true ;
i f (WR_NC_ptr >= AT_WR_NC_STRING_SIZE)
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{




These f unc t i on s sends ACK to the




for ( send_ACK_ptr = 0 ; send_ACK_ptr < 3 ; send_ACK_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = send_ACK_string [ send_ACK_ptr ] ;
}
i f ( send_ACK_ptr >= SEND_ACK_STRING_SIZE)
{
send_ACK_ptr = 0 ;
}
ACK_flag = true ;
}
void send_nACK()
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{
for ( send_ACK_ptr = 0 ; send_ACK_ptr < 4 ; send_ACK_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = send_nACK_string [ send_ACK_ptr ] ;
}
nACK_sent_flag = true ;
}
/∗
∗ Send ' uNext$ ' message to next
∗ XBee to s t a r t i t s turn .
∗/
void send_next_xbee_message ( )
{
for ( send_ACK_ptr = 0 ; send_ACK_ptr < 6 ; send_ACK_ptr++)
{
while ( ! ( IFG2 & UCA0TXIFG) ) ;
UCA0TXBUF = send_next_xbee [ send_ACK_ptr ] ;
//P1OUT ^= BIT0 ;
}
i f ( send_ACK_ptr >= SEND_ACK_STRING_SIZE)
{
send_ACK_ptr = 0 ;
}
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ACK_message_sent_flag = true ;
}
/∗
∗ This func t i on r e s e t s a l l f l a g s
∗ and v a r i a b l e s to re− i n i t i l i a z e the
∗ s t a t e to INITIAL_STATE.
∗
∗/
void r e s e t _ a l l ( )
{
// c l e a r FIFO b u f f e r
unsigned int j ;
for ( j =0; j<BUFFER_SIZE; j++)
{
copy_FIFO_buffer [ j ] = 0 ;
}
AT_ptr = 0 ;
DH_DL_ptr = 0 ;
WR_NC_ptr = 0 ;
send_ACK_ptr = 0 ;
src_str ing_read_ptr = 0 ;
dst_str ing_read_ptr = 0 ;
t a i l_p t r = 0 ;
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rx_ptr = 0 ;
read_ptr = 0 ;
src_rx_f lag = 0 ;
dst_rx_flag = 0 ;
sum_of_src_elements = 0 ;
i = 0 ;
fsr_adc_value = 0 ;
avg_fsr_adc_values = 0 ;
sample_count = 0 ;
voltage_read = 0 . 0 ;
count = 0 ;
s rc_addr_of f se t = 0 ;
dst_addr_of f set = 0 ;
i f ( s top_f lag == f a l s e )
{
DH_addr_rx_flag = 0 ;
}
DL_addr_rx_flag = 0 ;
OK_DH_count = 0 ;
OK_WR_count = 0 ;
ACK_count = 0 ;
timer_count = 0 ;
led_on_count = 0 ;
src_DH_address_read_ptr = 0 ;
dst_DL_address_read_ptr = 0 ;
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// standing_time = 0 ;
b u f f e r _ f u l l _ f l a g = 0 ;
buffer_empty_flag = 0 ;
stop_count = 0 ;
AT_ok_flag = f a l s e ;
rx_done_flag = f a l s e ;
tx_f lag = f a l s e ;
DH_DL_flag = f a l s e ;
WR_NC_flag = f a l s e ;
send_ACK_flag = f a l s e ;
temp_flag = f a l s e ;
AT_start_flag = f a l s e ;
set_C_flag = f a l s e ;
AT_C_flag = f a l s e ;
WR_NC_C_flag = f a l s e ;
set_AT_DH_DL_C_flag = f a l s e ;
ACK_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
nACK_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
ACK_src_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
ACK_message_sent_flag = f a l s e ;
conf igured_xbee_f lag = f a l s e ;
s tar t_green_led_bl ink ing_f lag = f a l s e ;
t ime_to_step_flag = f a l s e ;
//ACK_flag = f a l s e ;
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i s_f irst_moonpad_flag = f a l s e ;
is_last_moonpad_flag = f a l s e ;
read_buf fe r_f lag = f a l s e ;
s t a r t _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
s top_f lag = f a l s e ;
r e s e t _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
i d e n t i f y _ f l a g = f a l s e ;
done_flag = f a l s e ;
s t ep_f lag = f a l s e ;
message_rece ived_f lag = f a l s e ;
step_back_flag = f a l s e ;
pop_data = 0 ;
}
/∗
∗ This func t i on c o n f i g u r e s the ADC
∗ to do mul t ip l e conver s ions , @1. 5V r e f
∗ on channel A0 .
∗ ∗/
void adc_conf igure ( )
{
ADC10CTL0 = SREF_1 + ADC10SHT_2 + MSC + ADC10ON + ADC10IE +
REFON;
ADC10CTL1 = INCH_0 + CONSEQ_2;
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ADC10DTC1 = 0X0A; //10 conve r s i on s
ADC10AE0 |= BIT0 ;
}
/∗
∗ This func t i on samples the input FSR
∗ ADC va lues .
∗ ∗/
void adc_sample ( )
{
ADC10CTL0 &= ~ENC;
while (ADC10CTL1 & BUSY) ;
ADC10SA = ( int ) fsr_adc_values_array ;
ADC10CTL0|= ENC + ADC10SC;
}
/∗
∗ This func t i on pushes r e c e i v ed UART data
∗ i n t o a b u f f e r .
∗ ∗/
int push_data_in_buffer ( circular_buffer_FIFO_elements ∗buf ,
uint8_t uart_buffer_data )
{
rx_done_flag = f a l s e ;
int next_index_for_push ;
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next_index_for_push = buf−>head_of_buffer + 1 ;
// check i f b u f f e r i s f u l l
i f ( next_index_for_push == buf−>ta i l_o f_bu f f e r )
{
// c a l l pop to pop an element from the b u f f e r
return −1;
}
i f ( next_index_for_push == buf−>s i ze_o f_bu f f e r )
{
next_index_for_push = 0 ;
}
buf−>FIFO_buffer [ buf−>head_of_buffer ] = uart_buffer_data ;




∗ This func t i on pops o ld data
∗ from the b u f f e r i f i t i s f u l l .
∗ ∗/




// check i f b u f f e r i s empty
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i f ( buf−>head_of_buffer == buf−>ta i l_o f_bu f f e r )
{
return −1; // i n d i c a t e i t f a i l e d as the b u f f e r had no
elements
}
next_index_for_pop = buf−>ta i l_o f_bu f f e r + 1 ;
i f ( next_index_for_pop = buf−>s i ze_o f_bu f f e r )
{
next_index_for_pop = 0 ;
}
∗pop_buffer_data = buf−>FIFO_buffer [ buf−>ta i l_o f_bu f f e r ] ;
buf−>ta i l_o f_bu f f e r = next_index_for_pop ;
return 0 ;
}
//The UART Receive In t e r rup t
/∗
∗ This i n t e r r u p t rou t in e wait s f o r
∗ the XBee to r e c e i v e cha ra c t e r s from the
∗ App or from the AT command re sponse s .
∗ ∗/
#pragma vec to r = USCIAB0RX_VECTOR
__interrupt void USCIORX_ISR( void )
{
ADC10CTL0 &= ~ADC10SC;
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ADC10CTL0 &= ~ENC;
ADC10CTL0 &= ~ADC10IE ; // c l e a r ADC i n t e r r u p t
uart_data = UCA0RXBUF;
i f (UCA0RXIFG == 1) // wait f o r end o f r e c ep t i on
{
rx_done_flag = true ;
s t a t e = READ_DATA;
}
i f ( (UCA0RXBUF == 13 | | UCA0RXBUF == ' $ ' ) && UCA0RXIFG == 1)
// wait f o r end o f message cha rac t e r
{
read_buf fe r_f lag = true ;
}
IFG2 &= ~UCA0RXIFG;




∗ This i n t e r r u p t rou t in e wait s checks
∗ f o r the cur rent s t a tu s o f the
∗ MoonPads and c o n t r o l s LED ' s
∗ based on i t .
∗ ∗/
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#pragma vec to r = TIMER0_A0_VECTOR
__interrupt void Timer0_A0 ( void )
{
i f ( is_first_moonpad_flag == true && s t a r t _ f l a g == true &&
i d e n t i f y _ f l a g == f a l s e && done_flag == f a l s e && step_f lag
== f a l s e )
{
// s t a t e = READ_DATA;
s t a t e = SENSE_ADC;
P1OUT ^= BIT4 + BIT6 ;
}
i f ( message_rece ived_f lag == true )
{
s t a t e = SENSE_ADC;
P1OUT ^= BIT4 + BIT6 ;
}
i f ( led_on_count < standing_time && step_f lag == true )
{
next_state = SENSE_ADC;
s tep_f lag = f a l s e ;
i s_f irst_moonpad_flag = f a l s e ;
P1OUT |= BIT4 + BIT6 ; // steady f o r time = standing_time
s e t by user
led_on_count++;
i f ( led_on_count == standing_time )
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{
P1OUT &= ~BIT4 ; // turn o f f RED LED
P1OUT &= ~BIT6 ; // turn o f f RED LED
P1OUT |= BIT3 + BIT7 ; // turn ON steady Green LED
send_next_xbee_message ( ) ;
for ( c l e a r =0; c l ea r <BUFFER_SIZE; c l e a r++)
{
copy_FIFO_buffer [ c l e a r ] = 0 ;
FIFO_buffer_address [ c l e a r ] = 0 ;
}






#pragma vec to r = ADC10_VECTOR






Figures II.1 and II.2 show use of silicon rubber casted MoonPads on floor for path guidance.
The MoonPads were taken to a school in Rochester for experiments, testing and gaining
feedback over how they work and what should be improved. School children used the
MoonPads to go from one classroom to another and stand in line to use the bathroom.
II-2
Figure II.1: Scenario 1: Hallway [4]
II-3
Figure II.2: Scenario 2: Path guidance for Bathroom Line [4]
